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1 Introduction 
The objective of corporate governance is to constitute an efficient and functioning structure that over-
comes diverging interests generated by the separation of ownership and control in widely-held corpo-
rations (Berle and Means 1932; Jensen and Meckling 1976). A common view builds upon the princi-
pal-agent relationship between shareholders and managers and describes corporate governance as the 
set of mechanisms to align the interests of both parties (Shleifer and Vishny 1997). Accordingly, in-
vestors interested in inducing managers to act on their behalf have the choice between incentives that 
mitigate conflicting interests and increasing monitoring of the agents’ efforts. In that perspective, non-
executive directors represent an important corporate governance mechanism: they perform the critical 
functions of monitoring and providing strategic advice to the firm’s management (Fama 1980; Fama 
and Jensen 1983).
1  
However, directors are delegated monitors. Thus their activities may not improve governance but 
create (additional and simultaneous) agency problems because diverging interests can exist between 
shareholders and directors as well (Jensen 1993). Again, shareholders face the trade-off between in-
centives and control. However, since there is only limited room for monitoring directors, incentives 
gain in importance (e.g. Kumar and Sivaramakrishnan 2008). In fact, empirical evidence from the US 
suggests that a growing number of companies are adopting compensation structures that aim to align 
interests of directors and shareholders, for instance by introducing equity-based incentives (e.g. Black 
and Bhagat 2002; Fich and Shivdasani 2005; Ertugrul and Hegde 2008). 
However, US studies only provide evidence for the one-tier setting and so far there has been 
hardly any systematic empirical analysis of the issue within a two-tier setting. This is surprising, since 
internal governance within the two-tier framework differs significantly from their one-tier counterparts 
(e.g. Jungmann 2006). The fundamental difference between the two settings is the fact that control of 
executives in the two-tier system is delegated to a separate supervisory board, while in the one-tier 
system it is defined to be an additional task of the board itself. Given these differences there is an on-
going conceptual debate about optimal director compensation within the two-tier setting. On the one 
hand, some commentators argue that the disciplinary power of two-tier boards is greater (Moerland 
1995) and that two-tier directors are better stewards of the firm’s assets than self-serving agents (Fall-
gatter 2003). Adopting this view, incentive systems for directors should only play a minor role. On the 
other hand, scholars argue that information asymmetry in a dual board structure is expected to be lar-
ger, making monitoring more difficult (e.g. Conyon and Schwalbach 2000). Accordingly, incentive 
contracts for directors should be even more relevant. 
                                                      
1 From now on, we will use the phrase director for any non-executive board member and executive or manager 
for all executive directors.  2 
In this paper, we adopt an empirical approach and examine the level and structure of director 
compensation in Germany, which is considered to be the prototype example of a large economy that 
has established a two-tier system (see e.g. Goergen et al. 2008 for details).
2 Based on a novel, hand-
collected data set covering German Prime Standard firms for the period 2005–2008, our descriptive 
analysis reveals that the average compensation per director is rather low at some €38,000 and only 
61.2% of firms use performance-based compensation elements. Building on agency arguments and 
evidence from the one-tier setting, we then distinguish four types of determinants of director compen-
sation: firm characteristics, corporate performance, ownership structure and board characteristics. Us-
ing panel data methods that allow for unobserved heterogeneity, we find that compensation of direc-
tors is structured in a way that provides incentives to monitor executives, in particular in firms with 
otherwise weak governance mechanisms. 
We contribute to the existing literature in several ways. First, we provide descriptive empirical 
evidence on the level and structure of director compensation within a two-tier system. While there are 
several countries that have established two-tier systems, there is only scarce empirical evidence on the 
problem of director compensation in such a setting. Second, we construct an ample panel data set that 
allows us to examine a comprehensive set of determinants using panel-data methods which control for 
unobserved firm heterogeneity. Panel data analyses that take into account unobserved heterogeneity 
represent state-of-the-art methods in empirical corporate governance research (Himmelberg et al. 
1999; Börsch-Supan and Köke 2002). However, these methods have only recently been adopted in 
studies on director compensation and to date there are only limited studies employing these methods 
                                                      
2 It is well known that the German corporate governance system is characterized by a two-tier system with two 
boards: the supervisory board (Aufsichtsrat) and the management board (Vorstand). According to the German 
Stock Corporation Act (Aktiengesetz – AktG), the supervisory board supervises (§111 AktG) and appoints (§84 
AktG) members of the management board. A peculiarity of the German corporate governance system is the 
Codetermination Act of 1976 (MitbestG). It regulates the possibility of mandatory employee representatives 
within the supervisory board depending on firm size and the sector the firm is operating in. Thus, for firms oper-
ating under codetermination there are two types of supervisory board members: shareholder representatives and 
employee representatives. As both director types are subject of the same rights and duties, we do not explicitly 
distinguish between their backgrounds in the remainder of the paper. Nevertheless, the sensitivity to monetary 
incentives will be generally lower for employee representatives since they are usually obliged to pass a substan-
tial share of their compensation package on to Hans-Böckler-Stiftung, a foundation of the Confederation of 
German Trade Unions. However, this does not mean that compensation is irrelevant for employee representa-
tives: First, the general provisions with regard to the payout ratio to employee representatives have been gradu-
ally revised in the past years (higher thresholds until a mandatory and proportionate transfer payment kicks in 
and a removal of total compensation caps for these directors). Second, the remaining residual board compensa-
tion will be still a sizeable portion of the total compensation package of employee representatives. Therefore, the 
quest for optimal compensation is also applicable to boards under codetermination, apart of the fact that share-
holder representatives will have a casting vote in the event of deadlocks anyway. 3 
(e.g. Elston and Goldberg 2003; Brick et al. 2006). Third, we use detailed compensation information 
allowing us to examine both the level and structure (e.g. the likelihood of companies adopting per-
formance-based pay) of director compensation in a two-tier setting. Specifically, analyzing the struc-
ture of compensation packages will further deepen our understanding of board compensation practices. 
Finally, we also extend the perspective to director compensation: although we follow the standard 
(finance) approach and derive our main hypotheses based on agency arguments, we challenge our 
empirical results and their interpretation by also considering alternative explanations, such as institu-
tional theory arguments.  
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a brief overview of the 
existing literature on director compensation. Our key hypotheses are developed in Chapter 3. Chapter 
4 describes the data set, its sources, variables and the econometric methodology. This also includes 
descriptive results of director compensation levels and structure over the sample period. Chapter 5 
presents regression results and robustness checks. Chapter 6 summarizes and discusses the results and 
concludes. 
2  Related Literature  
Issues of director compensation have received increasing attention in recent years. This trend can be 
attributed to two developments. First, in the light of corporate scandals and the financial crisis, ques-
tions are being raised about the role of directors and the adequacy of their incentive schemes (e.g. Fer-
rarini et al. 2009). Second, an emerging stream of literature is dealing with board involvement and its 
effect on firm behaviour, such as diversification decisions or R&D strategy (Jensen and Zajac 2004; 
Pugliese 2009). These studies suggest that director compensation schemes affect corporate decisions 
(Carpenter and Westphal 2001; Deutsch 2007).  
Subsequently, we conduct two literature reviews. The first one is intended to give a broad over-
view on various conceptual approaches used to explain director compensation policies. These concepts 
are discussed in detail in Section 2.1. The second one, which is a more systematic review, helps us to 
identify empirical determinants used to explain director compensation. Section 2.2 discusses these 
empirical determinants. Section 2.3 brings together conceptual approaches and empirical determinants 
and then reveals the existing research gap.  
2.1.  Conceptual Approaches to Explain Director Compensation 
Our first, rather broad literature review reveals that researchers use various conceptual approaches to 
explain empirical patterns of director compensation. Specifically, we identify four different perspec-
tives. First, similar to much of the corporate governance literature, agency-theory is the central para-
digm in most studies of director compensation (Adams et al. 2009). Based on the standard assumption 
of information asymmetries and diverging interests, the common theme of this literature is as follows: 
the three-level hierarchy of shareholders–directors–management, though initially serving as an instru-4 
ment designed to mitigate agency problems, is expected to generate agency conflicts of its own (e.g. 
Kumar and Sivaramakrishnan 2008), for example through collusion between directors and manage-
ment (Tirole 1986). Hence, director compensation is presumed to be the result of a bargaining process 
between shareholders and directors, where the former anticipate that directors are likely to pursue their 
own interests and to extract additional rents (Jensen and Murphy 2004; Bebchuk et al. 2007). Assum-
ing that the bargaining power is completely allocated to suppliers of equity capital, who bear the ulti-
mate risk, shareholders then aim to establish contractual structures that minimize corresponding agen-
cy costs (Williamson 1984; Jensen 1993). Based on that optimal contracting perspective, agency-
based models generally argue for incentive-intensive compensation structures that minimize agency 
costs (e.g. Kumar and Sivaramakrishnan 2008).
3 
Second, in particular within the German context, arguments that rely on stewardship theory are 
commonly used to explain supervisory board behaviour (Bresser and Thiele 2008; Velte 2009). In 
contrast to the standard agency theoretic assumptions of diverging interests and self-serving behav-
iour, the stewardship paradigm presumes a natural motivation of the individual to act in the best inter-
est of the organization (Donaldson and Davis 1991; Davis et al. 1997).
 In that perspective, directors’ 
engagement in supervisory boards is generally based on non-monetary reasons, such as being a good 
steward of corporate assets, increasing industry networks or tackling important strategic challenges 
(Bäurle 1996, Fallgatter 2003). Consequently, as (incentive) pay is not believed to drive motivation, 
only flat compensation packages are expected within this framework.  
A third pattern of thought that is occasionally used to explain differences in director compensa-
tion is the resource dependency theory (e.g. Boyd 1996). In short, this theory assumes that companies 
face resource scarcities and therefore will seek to minimize dependence on such factors in order to 
become more competitive (e.g. Pfeffer and Salancik 1978; Scott 2003). A typical solution is to estab-
lish links with other firms to regulate interdependence and reduce uncertainty (Heide 1994). Thus, the 
resource dependence theory views the supervisory board as a means to provide the firm with access to 
critical information via board interlocks and multiple directorships (Ornstein 1984; Pfeffer 1972). The 
level of resource contribution of a board, in particular via its network of directorships, will therefore 
be a key determinant of its compensation (Boyd 1996; Hung 1998). 
                                                      
3 With respect to the result of this bargaining process, two competing views emerged: the optimal-contracting 
and the managerial-power perspective (see Grossman and Hart 1983 and Bebchuk and Fried 2002 for an over-
view of the arguments). While the optimal contracting view presumes that shareholders establish compensation 
policies, i.e. the bargaining power is allocated to shareholders but agents will take advantage of information 
asymmetries, in the managerial power framework agents are able to set their own pay (Ruiz-Verdú 2008). Con-
cerning executive compensation, recent evidence suggests that both perspectives are needed to fully understand 
existing practices (e.g. Bruce et al. 2005; Schmidt and Schwalbach 2007; Dittmann and Maug 2007; Fahlenbrach 
2009).  5 
Finally, whereas the previous theories view the pay-setting decision as a strategic choice of the 
organization, the institutional perspective suggests that such organizational practices are a result of 
macro social processes (e.g. DiMaggio and Powell 1983; Judge and Zeithaml 1992). In their seminal 
paper, DiMaggio and Powell (1983) identify three generic mechanisms that eventually lead to isomor-
phic structures: coercive forces (i.e. formal political power), mimetic responses (i.e. imitation to re-
duce uncertainty) and normative pressures (i.e. social comparison and standard setting). Within the 
context of corporate governance, the introduction of performance-oriented compensation schemes may 
reflect a need to conform to market expectations and to seek legitimacy which could be predicted by 
examining industry traditions or peer referents (Aguilera and Jackson 2003; Chizema and Buck 2006). 
All four perspectives are also commonly applied in the literature studying executive remunera-
tion. However, while this stream of literature also applies other concepts (e.g. tournament theory), we 
find no studies applying these concepts on director compensation. The main reason for that might be 
seen in several peculiarities of director pay schemes.
4 
2.2  Empirical Determinants of Director Compensation 
In a second step, we conduct a more systematic review that helps us to identify empirical determinants 
used to explain director compensation. 
2.2.1  Identification Strategy for the Detailed Literature Review  
A key characteristic of any systematic literature review is the definition of a consistent identification 
strategy. For our synopsis we follow a three-step process (e.g. Webster and Watson 2002). First, we 
define relevant databases (EBSCOHost, JSTOR, ScienceDirect and WISO databases), relevant aca-
demic journals and a set of keywords to search within the databases and the specific journals.
5  Sec-
ond, after retrieving our keyword search results, we perform a backward and forward search to further 
assemble our source material. Specifically, we examine the bibliography of our search results to detect 
prior publications and identify articles citing one of the studies within our initial search results.  
                                                      
4 To illustrate, tournament theory has been used in executive compensation studies to provide a theoretical justi-
fication for pay differentials among the top management team and its effect on corporate performance (see e.g. 
O`Reilly et al. 1988; Conyon et al. 2001). However, contrary to executive compensation, director compensation 
is set for a group of individuals (i.e. the board) as a whole (§ 113 AktG). Interdirectoral differences in compensa-
tion stem from assuming additional functions (e.g. chairman or committee membership) or variations in meeting 
attendance (Farrell et al. 2008). 
5 The keywords are “board of directors compensation”, “director incentive pay”, “outside director compensa-
tion”, “board remuneration” and “board incentive contracts”. The shortlist of key journals includes (amongst 
others) the Journal of Finance, the Journal of Financial Economics, the Review of Financial Studies and the 
Journal of Corporate Finance. 6 
Third, we define studies to be relevant if they satisfy two criteria. The first is that the analysis 
specifies some measure of director compensation as a dependent variable. We therefore do not include 
theoretical or merely descriptive studies (e.g. Speidel et al. 2009 or Schöndube-Pirchegger and Schön-
dube 2010) and ignore studies that solely consider director compensation as an explanatory variable 
(e.g. Deutsch 2007 or Kren and Kerr 1997). Second, the study has to be published in a refereed jour-
nal. The second criterion is established to ensure an external quality signal.
6 This screening process 
yields a total of 17 studies, which we review in detail below. 
2.2.2  Empirical Determinants Found in the Literature  
Building on the agency framework, much of the empirical research in our survey has focused on 
whether the empirical observed patterns in pay arrangements are in line with the assumption that 
shareholders aim to minimize agency costs. To address this question, most studies concentrate on the 
pay-performance sensitivity of the compensation package under different conditions. The main reason 
for this approach is the argument that an efficient contract aligns the interests of shareholders and their 
agents. In other words, efficient contracts are assumed to link compensation (levels) to firm perform-
ance in order to reduce conflicts of interest (e.g. Knoll et al. 1997; Yermack 2004). Given the steady 
improvements in data availability of detailed internal governance characteristics, this group of deter-
minants has attracted increased attention in recent years (e.g. Ryan and Wiggins 2004 or Brick et al. 
2006). The reason is that the compensation design is not expected to be decided in a void but, as out-
lined above, depends on a firm-specific pay-setting process (Barkema and Gomez-Mejia 1998). Alter-
native governance mechanisms to monitor the management will affect this process and hence will 
determine the incremental benefit (and cost) of incentive compensation.  
The main findings of our survey with respect to determinants used in the empirical models are re-
ported in Table 1 below. We classified the determinants into four groups which are frequently used to 
structure the influencing factors in compensation studies (e.g. Barkema and Gomez-Mejia 1998): 
measures of firm characteristics, corporate performance, ownership structure and board structure. Pan-
el A shows the results concerning the determinants of total director compensation; the corresponding 
results regarding the relevance of incentive-based compensation are shown in Panel B. 
<<<<<<<< Insert Table 1 about here >>>>>>>> 
                                                      
6 Hence, our review does not consider working papers that deal with director compensation determinants. How-
ever, we will refer to them in our development of the hypotheses and the discussion of the results. Relevant pa-
pers that we have identified via SSRN are from Perry (1999), Bryan et al. (2000), Bryan and Klein (2004) and 
Adams (2003). Additionally, we searched the database of the Deutsche Nationalbibliothek for relevant disserta-
tions that have not found their way into refereed journals. We could not find any dissertations that met our re-
quirements. 7 
Regarding the results, most authors highlight the relevance of agency costs in setting director 
compensation and view their empirical results largely as a confirmation of the optimal contracting 
argument (e.g. Linn and Park 2005; Ertugrul and Hegde 2008; Farrell et al. 2008). Yermack (2004) 
further extends this notion and presents additional evidence that the incentives non-executive directors 
face through compensation seem to matter more than those through reputation or retention decisions. 
However, some authors also demonstrate borderline cases in which compensation practices cannot be 
explained by a motive to optimize agency costs alone (Ryan and Wiggins 2004; Brick et al. 2006). 
Such situations primarily arise when powerful executives encounter weak boards and thus can influ-
ence the contract design to provide directors with weaker incentives to monitor (Ryan and Wiggins 
2004). 
2.3  Existing Research Gap 
Again, we note that most of the literature deals with director compensation in the Anglo-Saxon one-
tier setting and there is hardly any systematic empirical analysis of the issue within a two-tier setting 
(exceptions are Schmid 1997, Knoll et al. 1997 and Elston and Goldberg 2003). Data availability is 
presumed to be one of the primary reasons why evidence from two-tier institutional environments is so 
far limited, in particular with regard to the impact of corporate governance characteristics (Elston and 
Goldberg 2003).  
All studies in our survey that examine German supervisory boards adopt the agency-theoretic 
framework (Knoll et al. 1997; Schmid 1997; Elston and Goldberg 2003). In line with the agency per-
spective, Schmid (1997) and Elston and Goldberg (2003) present broad evidence of pay schemes that 
correspond with the optimal contracting approach. Thus, the authors conclude that the German two-
tier system is characterized by the same type of agency conflicts as observed in the US one-tier setting. 
Knoll et al. (1997), however, find a negligible (and statistically insignificant) pay-for-performance 
sensitivity in their study of director compensation and conclude that (in line with the stewardship the-
ory) incentives for German board members must come from other sources than compensation pack-
ages.  
Our research intends to further advance this debate. Adopting the standard approach, we start to 
derive our hypotheses from agency-theoretic arguments that predict an incentive design in order to 
minimize agency costs. This is not only in line with prior research and allows us to compare our re-
sults, but also provides a fruitful basis for consistent hypotheses. Moreover, it also acknowledges ma-
jor corporate governance reforms in Germany relating to the supervisory board during the past ten 
years which essentially aimed at getting the board out of the "comfort zone" and reinforcing the moni-
toring function.
7 However, in the discussion of our empirical results we will also critically challenge 
our results by considering alternative explanations. 
                                                      
7 Various changes in German law strengthened the position of the board and professionalized its service, e.g. 
Corporation Control and Transparency Act (KonTrAG) 1998 or the introduction of the German Corporate Gov-8 
3 Testable  Hypotheses 
In this section we develop testable hypotheses. We use the classification scheme of our literature re-
view as a reference framework. Figure 1 gives a graphical illustration of our general research model 
and summarizes the hypotheses. We start with firm characteristics and then review performance and 
governance determinants. 
<<<<<<<< Insert Figure 1 about here >>>>>>>> 
3.1 Firm  Characteristics 
Agency theory predicts that director compensation is designed to mitigate agency problems. Accord-
ingly, we expect to see a relationship between the level and structure of compensation and the extent 
to which agency problems exist. With respect to firm characteristics, we expect a positive relationship 
between director compensation and firm complexity, which in turn determines the need for corporate 
monitoring and the required monitoring effort of directors. Firm complexity is often proxied by the 
firm’s size, investment opportunities and incurred risk (e.g. Bryan et al. 2000; Linn and Park 2005). 
Alternative measures are diversification and firm growth (Adams 2003; Yermack 2004). Evidently, 
the above arguments also apply to the level and the per-se existence of (performance-related) compen-
sation schemes (Jensen and Meckling 1976; Smith and Watts 1992; Yermack 1995). In sum, we ex-
pect: 
H1a: Firm complexity is positively correlated to the level of director compensation. 
H1b: Firm complexity is positively correlated to the likelihood of performance-based pay 
schemes. 
Previous empirical studies largely corroborate the above hypotheses, with the exception of the 
firm’s growth rate and diversification, for which mixed evidence exists (Yermack 2004; Bryan et al. 
2004). Evidence from German companies regarding the relevance of firm characteristics has been 
restricted to firm size to date, for which a positive relationship has also been found (Schmid 1997; 
Elston and Goldberg 2003). 
Furthermore, Jensen (1986) argues that agency costs are a function of a firm’s capital structure 
and develops the well-known debt control hypothesis. Following these arguments, low debt ratios and 
high free cash flows are expected to be associated with higher levels of compensation and a high like-
lihood of performance-based incentives (Agrawal and Mandelker 1987; Bryan et al. 2006). Hence, we 
posit: 
                                                                                                                                                                      
ernance Code (DCGK) 2002. See Nowak (2001), Theisen (2003a) and Goergen et al. (2008) for an overview of 
the legislative efforts and their implications. 9 
H2a: The leverage ratio (free cash flow) is negatively (positively) correlated to the level of 
director compensation. 
H2b: The leverage ratio (free cash flow) is negatively (positively) correlated to the likelihood 
of performance-based pay schemes. 
Again, existing empirical evidence from US firms supports the two hypotheses, in particular with 
respect to the leverage dimension (e.g. Bryan et al. 2000; Becher et al. 2005). To the best of our 
knowledge, there is no evidence for the two-tier setting so far. 
Finally, studies on corporate governance suggest controlling for the degree of industry competi-
tion as an important condition for the severity of the agency problem (e.g. Börsch-Supan and Köke 
2002; Bertrand and Mullainathan 2003; Januszewski et al. 2002; Beiner et al. 2009). Fierce product 
market competition may have a disciplining effect on managers. Specifically, by reducing the manage-
rial discretion it renders additional (monetary) incentives redundant (Schmidt 1997; Grosfeld and 
Tressel 2002). In line with this reasoning, Nickell et al. (1997) and Giroud and Mueller (2010) present 
empirical evidence that industry competition might act as a substitute for other governance mecha-
nisms. We therefore hypothesize: 
H3a: Industry competition is negatively correlated to the level of director compensation. 
H3b: Industry competition is negatively correlated to the likelihood of performance-based 
pay schemes. 
3.2 Corporate  Performance 
Pay-for-Performance is the central paradigm of the agency-theoretic optimal contracting perspective. 
It is at the heart of agency theory to expect a positive relationship between corporate performance and 
the level of compensation in order to align incentives between directors and shareholders (Jensen and 
Murphy 1990; Jensen 1993). Building on this notion, Maug (1997) demonstrates that compensating 
directors with performance incentives can alleviate barriers to monitoring and increase shareholder 
wealth. Similarly, Hermalin and Weisbach (1998) and Gilette et al. (2003) developed formal models 
where performance-related compensation for directors increases their monitoring efforts. Explicitly 
modelling the two-tier setting, Schöndube-Pirchegger and Schöndube (2010) show that optimal com-
pensation of directors may consist of stock-based incentives. With these ideas in mind and with regard 
to the German Corporate Governance Code (DCGK), which recommends director compensation to 
include (short- and long-term) performance-related components (DCGK 5.4.6), we expect:  
H4: Firm performance is positively correlated to the level of director compensation. 10 
Existing evidence for US firms largely supports the optimal contracting argument (e.g. Yermack 
2004; Brick et al. 2006).
8  For Germany, empirical evidence is mixed: Schmid (1997) confirms a posi-
tive and significant pay-performance sensitivity for board members, Elston and Goldberg (2003) find a 
significant correlation in two out of six equations and Knoll et al. (1997), though observing positive 
coefficients, do not find any significant correlation at all.  
3.3  Corporate Governance: Ownership Characteristics 
Ownership structure is considered to be a major governance mechanism (e.g. Holderness 2003). From 
an agency perspective, concentrated ownership is expected to reduce the need for pay-for-performance 
as well as to reduce the expected level of compensation. This substitution effect is supposed to hold in 
either case: (large) external blockholders and/or substantial managerial ownership. While in the case 
of large blockholders this effect is driven by the fact that blockholders are presumed to be efficient 
monitors and thus in parts may serve as a substitute monitoring by directors, in the case of substantial 
managerial ownership this effect is driven by the presumably lower agency costs.
9 Accordingly, we 
expect: 
H5a: Ownership concentration is negatively correlated to the level of director compensation. 
H5b: Ownership concentration is negatively correlated to the likelihood of performance-
based pay schemes. 
So far, existing empirical studies do not provide a clear picture. For instance, some authors find 
that total compensation is lower in firms with a substantial proportion of shares held by the board or 
the management (Bryan et al. 2000; Fich and Shivdasani 2005) and in firms with a high ownership 
concentration (Schmid 1997; Elston and Goldberg 2003). However, other authors find that institu-
tional blockholders are associated with higher levels of compensation (Cordeiro 2000) and a higher 
probability of adopting performance-based compensation (Perry 1999). For Germany, Schmid (1997) 
                                                      
8 Given the wide adoption of stock-based incentive programs in the US, this evidence has been observed to be 
more consistent based on capital market-related (e.g. total shareholder return) rather than accounting-based indi-
cators (e.g. return on assets). However, in contrast to US findings, we expect director compensation in Germany 
to be more closely related to accounting-related performance measures compared to capital market performance. 
Moreover, we expect fewer stock-based incentives for directors in German companies, since the German Federal 
Court of Justice prohibited the use of stock options as a component of director pay in the 2004 “Mobilcom” 
decision (BGH II ZR 316/02). As a consequence, only contractual replications such as phantom stocks or stock 
appreciation rights are permitted. 
9 Other researchers argue that concentrated ownership represents a prerequisite that shareholders are able to 
establish efficient contracts and thus suggest a complementary relationship (e.g. Hartzell and Starks 2003). A 
positive correlation between compensation level and governance mechanisms is, however, also in line with a 
managerial/director power view. See Fahlenbrach 2009 for a thorough discussion of the empirical predictions of 
these three views for the case of executive compensation.  11 
and Elston and Goldberg (2003) report a negative correlation between concentrated ownership and 
total compensation.
10  
3.4  Corporate Governance: Board Characteristics 
Boards can differ significantly in their monitoring abilities, their monitoring effort and their independ-
ence, which in turn influences corresponding agency costs (Linck et al. 2008; Fich and Shivdasani 
2006). Thus, a natural determinant of director compensation is found in the board composition itself.  
Two measures that are frequently used to proxy a board's monitoring effectiveness are its size and 
the extent to which the directors serve on other boards (e.g. Ryan and Wiggins 2004; Ertugrul and 
Hegde 2008). It has been argued that larger boards are associated with less effective monitoring, since 
coordination and decision-making becomes less efficient and, consequently, the ability to exert pres-
sure on the executive management diminishes (Jensen 1993; Eisenberg et al. 1998).
11 Similar argu-
ments have been put forward concerning so-called busy directors, i.e. directors with multiple director-
ships (e.g. Core et al. 1999; Fich and Shivdasani 2006; Oehmichen et al. 2009). Accordingly, we posit: 
 H6a: Board size and multiple directorships are positively correlated to the level of director 
compensation. 
H6b: Board size and multiple directorships are positively correlated to the likelihood of per-
formance-based pay schemes. 
Empirical studies from the US again provide mixed evidence. While there are some authors that 
find evidence consistent with the above hypotheses (e.g. Hempel and Fay 1994; Ertugrul and Hegde 
2008), others find evidence against them (e.g. Ryan and Wiggins 2004). Additionally, Boyd (1996) 
interprets his seemingly consistent results rather as evidence in favour of positive (net) spillover ef-
fects, e.g. due to reputational capital or network effects as suggested by the resource dependency the-
ory.
12 So far, there is no evidence for German supervisory boards, although the German board system, 
which was and still is characterized by an impressive network of interlocking directorates (e.g. Heinze 
2004; Goergen et al. 2008, Fockenbrock 2009), provides an interesting research objective for these 
and related issues. 
                                                      
10 This is also in line with recent evidence concerning compensation of German executives (Kaserer and Wagner 
2004; Rapp and Wolff 2010). 
11 Note that due to German regulation, e.g. the Codetermination Act, supervisory boards of German firms are 
about twice the size compared to the proportion of non-executive directors in boards of a one-tier system (Baums 
2001).  
12 While the agency-oriented finance literature is rather sceptical concerning busy directors, there is a large body 
of management literature that highlights the positive spillover effects of these networks. See Hillman et al. 2008 
and Oehmichen et al. 2009 for a discussion. 12 
From an agency perspective, a supervisory board should also be independent of executives. Inde-
pendent directors are supposed to be less biased and thus more effective monitors (Fama and Jensen 
1983; Zajac and Westphal 1994).
13 Accordingly, independent boards are supposed to be associated 
with lower agency costs. Adopting the optimal contracting perspective, we hypothesize:  
H7a: Board independence is negatively correlated to the level of director compensation. 
H7b: Board independence is negatively correlated to the likelihood of performance-based 
pay schemes. 
There is some evidence from US studies that board independence is a determinant of director 
compensation. However, previous results instead establish a complementary relationship between 
board independence and (incentive) compensation (e.g. Ryan and Wiggins 2004; Vafeas 1999). It has 
been argued that this may reflect an ideal of an overall level of effective monitoring that addresses 
both board composition and compensation (Hermalin and Weisbach 1998). Alternatively, Ryan and 
Wiggins (2004) suggests that board independence is a prerequisite for efficient director compensation 
schemes, since powerful CEOs will otherwise use their position to provide director compensation with 
fewer incentives to monitor. Again, there is so far no evidence for the German two-tier setting. 
The final issue that warrants attention is the question of whether director compensation schemes 
provide incentives for directors to invest effort. Following conventional agency arguments, three stud-
ies provide evidence that shareholders not only link incentives to the outcome of boards’ actions (i.e. 
corporate performance) but also to the boards’ efforts, which is usually proxied by the number of 
board meetings (Hempel and Fay 1994; Bryan et al. 2000; Brick et al. 2006). Apparently, although the 
monetary reward is relatively small, meeting fees play an important role in facilitating effective deci-
sion-making and rewarding the increased demands of board service (Adams and Ferreira 2008). Ac-
cordingly, we posit: 
H8a: The number of meetings is positively correlated to the level of director compensation.  
H8b: The number of meetings is negatively correlated to the likelihood of performance-based 
pay schemes 
                                                      
13 Consequently, commentators argue that the board should be dominated by firm-external directors who are 
expected to be less susceptible to collusion and being captured by powerful CEOs (Lipton and Lorsch 1992; 
Jensen 1993). This idea has also made its way into German policy reforms: according to a recent amendment to 
the German Stock Corporation Act, former members of the executive management must await a two-year cool-
ing-off period before they can assume a position on the supervisory board. However, the shareholders' meeting 
may opt out if the combined stake of the nominating shareholders exceeds 25% (§100 AktG). Additionally, the 
German Corporate Governance Code recommends a maximum of two seats for former executives in supervisory 
boards in total. However, some academics raise concerns that boards dominated by outside directors may face 
negative effects: former executives are supposed to have valuable firm-specific knowledge that reduces informa-
tion costs (e.g. Donaldson and Davis 1994). 13 
Note that the latter hypothesis is in line with commentators who argue that meeting fees may 
serve as a non-distortionary substitute for capital- or accounting-based performance incentives (e.g. 
Siegel 2003). 
 
4  Data, Variables and Econometric Models 
4.1 Data 
Our initial sample of consists of all shares listed in the German Prime Standard over the period 2005–
2008. We remove dual class shares in cases where the firm’s ordinary shares are simultaneously listed, 
to ensure that our sample covers every firm only once. Moreover, we remove all financial companies 
(defined as SIC codes 6000-6999) and companies with a foreign ISIN, since both the economic and 
regulatory environment as well as the governance structure are likely to differ (Farrell et al. 2008; 
Ryan and Wiggins 2004). Finally, we drop firm-years in which the firm is acquired, merged or filed 
for bankruptcy. We finally end up with an unbalanced panel of 1,181 firm-year observations for which 
we collect information regarding corporate, performance, and governance characteristics.  
Unfortunately, there is no official or publicly-available database offering access to detailed corpo-
rate governance information for German firms. Accordingly, we set up a unique database containing 
hand-collected data on ownership structures, compensation structures and board characteristics. For 
this purpose, we consulted various sources, in particular annual reports, the Hoppenstedt Aktienführer 
and the Lexis-Nexis database, and undertook a press search and made requests to investor-relations 
departments. For the financial data, we used Thomson Worldscope and Datastream.  
We restrict the sample to firms that have at least three years of data for the variables of interest.
14 
Due to this restriction and some minor problems of limited reporting transparency, our final sample 
consists of 928 firm-year observations. Despite the challenge of proxy availability, this is about double 
the cross-sectional size of prior publications based on German data (Schmid 1997; Knoll et al. 1997; 
Elston and Goldberg 2003), and in particular increases inferences to medium and small-sized compa-
nies.  
                                                      
14 This condition was introduced because we want the samples to be exactly the same when comparing coeffi-
cients across regression models. Otherwise, the computation of likelihood-ratio tests comparing models cannot 
be completed and any interpretations of why the results have changed must take into account differences be-
tween the samples. In addition, we decided to track stock volatility over a 36-month period requiring at least 
three years of data preceding any sample year. 14 
4.2  Variables and Descriptive Statistics 
4.2.1 Dependent  variables 
For our empirical analysis we define two endogenous variables. Our first variable is total compensa-
tion per director, which is calculated by dividing total board compensation (in euros) by the number of 
directors. In this way, total board compensation is defined to be equal to the sum of all annual fixed 
fees, meeting and committee fees and additional (short- and long-term) performance-based bonus 
payments. We do not consider other rewards received by directors that are partly disclosed in the an-
nual report, for example for providing (board-external) consulting services or license royalties. Note 
that we follow the standard approach used in other studies, and examine average director compensa-
tion, which reflects the compensation of an average director serving on the firm’s board.
15  
Our second variable is a dummy variable indicating whether or not a firm has adopted a perform-
ance-related compensation component for directors. We therefore do not differentiate between divi-
dend-, accounting- or stock-based compensation schemes. 
Descriptive statistics for key director compensation variables that we collected for the revised 
sample of Prime Standard companies are presented in Table 2 below. We divide the table into two 
panels that report data on the level and structure of director pay.  
<<<<<<<< Insert Table 2 about here >>>>>>>> 
Based on the penultimate column in Panel A, average total board compensation per director was 
€42,319 in 2008.  This equals a compounded annual growth rate of approx. 9.5% since 2005. Re-
markably, despite the impact of the starting economic downturn on performance-based pay, average 
total compensation still increased by about 7.7% in 2008. Thus, our survey traces a steady catching-up 
process from traditionally low director compensation levels. To illustrate, the latest US figures in Far-
rell et al. (2008) report average total compensation of $147,300 in 2004 (€118,500 based on historic 
exchange rates) compared to €32,152 for German Prime Standard companies in 2005. This develop-
ment has continuously been encouraged by governance experts and recent governance reforms 
(Theisen 2003b; Schwalbach 2004).  
In addition, an increasing number of listed German companies have begun to gear their compen-
sation to professional structures. A gradually-increasing majority of 62.3% of the Prime Standard 
                                                      
15 We are aware of the fact that this approach does not differentiate between different board members (e.g. 
chairman and ordinary directors) and may introduce a bias into our compensation data if board composition 
changes during the financial year. However, we chose this approach as it would take enormous effort to compile 
the relevant data at director level. Additionally, only roughly two-thirds of the companies disclose information 
about individual pay levels, which would in turn further restrict our sample. Finally, by following this procedure 
we connect to all prior German studies which also applied this calculation (Schmid 1997; Knoll et al. 1997; 
Elston and Goldberg 2003). 15 
companies have now introduced performance-based pay as part of the compensation system. On aver-
age, this pay component already constitutes approx. 20% of the total compensation, making this a 
substantial share of the total package. Furthermore, companies increasingly tie compensation to the 
boards’ efforts and the tasks they carry out. About one-third of the companies grant fixed fees for each 
meeting attended. Moreover, committee fees, for example rewarding work in audit committees, were 
adopted in almost half of the companies in 2008. These findings illustrate that the companies seem to 
increasingly differentiate the compensation design to produce the best possible performance on the 
part of their directors. 
4.2.2 Independent  variables 
We consider a comprehensive set of variables to examine the determinants of director compensation, 
specifically measures of firm characteristics and performance as well as proxies for corporate govern-
ance characteristics. Table 3 in the Appendix gives an overview of variable definitions and sources. 
Firm Characteristics: We define the Size of the firm as the natural logarithm of total assets and use 
the total debt to total capital ratio (Leverage) and the Free Cash Flow as proxies for the influence of 
the capital structure (e.g. Schmid 1997; Ertugrul and Hegde 2008). The set of Investment Opportuni-
ties and the Risk faced by stockholders investing in the firm are measured by the firm’s market-to-
book multiple (Linn and Park 2005; Farrell et al. 2008) and the volatility of stock returns, respectively 
(Adams 2003). We account for product market Competition by calculating aggregated industry-
specific rents (Januszewski et al. 2002). 
Corporate Performance: In our analysis, we address both capital market- and accounting-based 
measures of corporate performance. In doing so, we hope to shed light on the pay-performance rela-
tionship, since all prior contributions based on German data have only considered either one of the 
dimensions and produced rather inconclusive results (Schmid 1997; Knoll et al. 1997; Elston and 
Goldberg 2003). As a proxy for capital-market performance we use total shareholder return (TSR) and 
also the Dividend Yield, because dividend-related compensation has been widely adopted in Germany 
in the past as opposed to stock-based incentives (Andreas et al. 2009). In line with other studies, we 
use the return on assets (ROA) and, as an alternative proxy, the return on invested capital (ROIC) as 
measures for (operating) accounting-based performance (e.g. Ertugrul and Hegde 2008).  
Corporate Governance – Ownership Structure: We control for the majority of ownership variables 
that were previously examined in prior studies. First, a Herfindahl index is used to measure the degree 
of Ownership Concentration (Schmid 1997). In line with other studies, we also include the variable 
Management Ownership, which measures the proportion of voting rights accumulated in the hand of 
executives (Bryan et al. 2000; Ertugrul and Hegde 2008). In addition, we explore the role of block-
holders in more detail. First, we examine the role of an External Blockholder in general (Vafeas 1999; 
Cordeiro 2000), which we measure as a voting-power weighted dummy variable measuring the rela-
tive share of non-management blockholders if the voting power exceeds 10% of the shares. Paralleling 16 
prior studies, we also consider the role of Institutional investors, which we also measure by a voting-
power weighted dummy variable at a 10% threshold (e.g. Schmid 1997; Cordeiro 2000; Bryan et al. 
2004).  
Corporate Governance – Board Characteristics: We define Board Size as the number of su-
pervisory board members (including employee representatives in the event that the firm operates under 
codetermination). To measure directors’ busyness, we define Directorships as a dummy variable that 
equals 1 if 50% or more of non-employee board members hold a minimum of three additional direc-
torships at other companies (e.g. Fich and Shivdasani 2006; Ferris et al. 2003). We proxy monitoring 
effort by measuring the number of board meetings (Effort) (Hempel and Fay 1994; Brick et al. 2006). 
Moreover, we proxy Chairman Independence by an indicator variable that equals 0, 1, 2 or 3 when-
ever the current chairman is a founder of the firm, a former firm executive, an external director with 
industry experience or an external director without industry experience, respectively.
16 Finally, we 
account for the board’s background and measure Professional Directors, defined as the proportion of 
all non-employee board members that are full-time directors.  
<<<<<<<< Insert Table 4 about here >>>>>>>> 
Table 4 presents descriptive summary statistics for all the variables used in this study for our final 
sample of 928 firm-years. Means and medians paint the picture of the average company in our sample. 
With respect to the supervisory board, we find on average 7.9 directors who meet 5.6 times per year. 
In 29.6% of all firms we find boards with busy directors; full-time directors account for 20.2% of 
board members and 22% of all boards are chaired by a former firm executive.  
Looking at firm characteristics, corporate performance and ownership variables suggests that 
agency costs differ substantially between companies. For most of the variables the standard deviation 
is at least as high as the variable’s mean. For example, the market-to-book ratio has a mean of 2.2 and 
a standard deviation of 2.7. It is the primary aim in the following regression analyses to explore 
whether these variations also result in different compensation designs as suggested by agency theory.  
In Table 4 we also present maximum variance inflation factors for each variable as they occur in 
the subsequently-estimated empirical models to check whether these models suffer from (multi-
)collinearity. The results suggest that this can be rejected, as all VIFs are well below conventional 
levels (Chatterjee and Price 1977). 
                                                      
16 While in the US context commentators are concerned about the role of the CEO, in particular in the case of 
CEO duality meaning that the CEO is simultaneously chairman of the company, for the two-tier setting, and 
Germany in particular, it is rather the role of the chairman of the supervisory board that is controversial. One of 
the reasons for this is the dominance of the chairman, which constitutes itself in the privilege of having a casting 
vote if elections between shareholder and employee representatives are tied. 17 
4.3 Econometric  Models 
With respect to the level of director compensation we estimate variants of the following empirical 
model: 
LN(Compensation per Directorit) = ƒ (Firm Characteristicsit, Corporate Performanceit, Ownership 
Structureit, Board Characteristicsit) (2), 
relating the level of director compensation to our four determinants. Thereby, we take the logarithm of 
total compensation per director as the dependent variable to account for the skewness in the compen-
sation level variable (e.g. Linn and Park 2005; Farrell et al. 2008; Fahlenbrach 2009). 
Our data set covers a broad set of firms in the cross-section and spans a time period of four years. 
This allows us to use panel data methods. Panel data analysis is the most efficient tool to use when the 
sample contains both cross-sectional and time-series data, since it allows unobservable and constant 
firm heterogeneity (e.g. managerial philosophy or general demand instability) to be accounted for by 
including individual or industry-specific effects (Baltagi 1995). Omitting these variables at best ren-
ders the estimates inefficient and can produce biased and inconsistent results if the effects are corre-
lated with other regressors (Greene 2003). Many authors therefore argue that panel data and corre-
sponding estimation methods are necessary to properly identify the effect of corporate governance 
mechanisms (e.g. Börsch-Supan and Köke 2002; Elsas and Florysiak 2008). For instance, Murphy 
(1985) argues that certain companies might offer particular compensation contracts for reasons that are 
unknown or unobservable.  
In line with these arguments, most recent studies analyzing executive and director compensation 
contracts rely on panel data models. Linear models that allow for (constant) firm heterogeneity can be 
written as follows: 
it it i it ε β x α y + ′ + =  (1) 
where y is the endogenous variable, i=1, …, N is a firm index, t=1, …, T is a year index, αi  is a firm-
specific (but time-invariant) effect, xit are the regressors and εit is an idiosyncratic error.
17 In equation 
(1), the parameter αi is a firm-specific intercept that accounts for the unobserved heterogeneity.
18  
                                                      
17 Equation (1) describes a general one-way fixed-effects model where αi is the coefficient of a firm-specific 
dummy variable. In a random-effects model, the firm-specific effect is presumed to be random with αi ~ (α, 
2
α σ ) 
and ε ~ (0, 
2
u σ ). A standard extension of the individual effects model is a two-way effects specification that 
allows time effects to be incorporated as well. Then,  it it t i it ε β x γ α y + ′ + + = , where γt are time-variant (but 
firm-invariant) effects. Since it is common to assume that the time effects are fixed effects, i.e. non-random, the 
latter equation reduces to equation (1), where the regressors include time dummies. We include time dummies in 
all our regression models. 18 
A key econometric question is whether to model αi as a fixed or random effect, as both tech-
niques have their own advantages and disadvantages (e.g. Wooldridge 20002). A fixed-effects model 
assigns a dummy variable to each unit (i.e. companies in our analysis). This procedure essentially can-
cels out any between-variation across different companies. It comes, however, for the benefit of con-
sistent estimates, even if other explanatory variables are correlated with the firm effect (Greene 2003). 
This provides a fundamental advantage of fixed-effects models compared with random-effects models, 
which require the firm-specific effect to be exogenous (Wooldridge 2002). However, if the firm-
specific effect is exogenous, then random-effect models are more efficient because they consider both 
between and within variations. Consequently, the issue of correlated errors is the key driver in decid-
ing between fixed- and random-effect models (Mundlak 1978).
19 Baltagi et al. (2003) suggest a testing 
strategy that is centred around the Hausman test (Hausman 1978).
20 Adopting this approach in our 
analysis, we find that the exogeneity assumption of the random-effects model cannot be rejected (see 
Section 4.3). Thus, we apply random-effects models in our analysis but conservatively report two-way 
firm-fixed effects regressions as additional robustness checks.  
With regard to the structure of director compensation, we study the likelihood of performance-
related pay. This is measured as a dichotomous variable that is coded 1 if the firm makes use of this 
pay component and 0 otherwise. We use a population-averaged logit model to account for the binary 
nature of our dependent variable. This yields the following regression model for our second analysis: 
Pr(Performance-based Payit) =  ƒ (Firm Characteristicsit +  
Ownership Structureit + Board Characteristicsit) (3) 
                                                                                                                                                                      
18 We use a Breusch-Pagan LM test to examine whether allowing for firm level heterogeneity improves the fit of 
our compensation level models (Breusch and Pagan 1980). The null hypothesis that the variance of the group-
specific errors component αi of groups is zero is rejected at ρ<0.001, suggesting the use of a firm effects model 
(see Table 5). 
19 Another way of discriminating between random and fixed effects is to define the target of inference 
(Wooldridge 2002). A random-effects model is more appropriate if the interest of inference relates to a popula-
tion mean, i.e. units are viewed as sampled from an overall population. In contrast, fixed effects are more suit-
able if the interest concerns the particular units in the dataset at hand. 
20 The standard Hausman test that is built in most statistical packages requires the random-effects estimator to be 
efficient, which in turn requires that αi and εit are i.i.d. (Cameron and Trivedi 2005). However, this is an invalid 
assumption if cluster-robust standard errors differ substantially from ordinary standard errors, which is usually 
the case in panel estimations (Petersen 2008). Here, a robust version of the Hausman test is needed (Wooldridge 
2002). In our analysis, we use a panel-robust version that is described by Arellano (1993) and Wooldridge 
(2002:290-291). 19 
As opposed to the linear regression described above, the transformation to account for the unob-
servable effects on a firm level is more complicated in a binary response model.
21 We therefore esti-
mate equation (3) as an industry-fixed effects model by including industry dummies based on the 
Fama/French 12-industry portfolio (Fama and French 1997). We thus assume that unobservable firm 
specific factors are reasonably well captured by the industry affiliation, which is a well-established 
practice in US compensation literature on performance-based pay adoption (e.g. Perry 1999; Fich and 
Shivdasani 2005). 
Finally, we estimate all regression models with robust standard errors that allow for clustering on 
a firm level to account for the special correlation structure of panel data (Arellano 1987; Petersen 
2008). 
5 Results 
In our empirical analysis, we proceed in three steps. First, we examine the determinants of the level of 
board compensation. Second, we examine determinants of performance-based compensation schemes. 
Finally, we challenge our results by a series of robustness tests.  
5.1  Determinants of Total Director Compensation 
In the first step, we examine the level of director compensation. For this, we regress the level of direc-
tor compensation on various exogenous variables proxying firm, performance, and corporate govern-
ance characteristics. To account for the panel data structure, we use a random firm- and fixed-period 
effects model. Results are reported in Table 5. 
<<<<<<<< Insert Table 5 about here >>>>>>>> 
                                                      
21 For example, in short panels like ours where N>T, consistent estimation of firm-fixed effects by simply in-
cluding individual intercepts is not possible due to the incidental parameters problem (Cameron and Trivedi 
2005). An alternative would be the specification of a conditional logit model (Baltagi 1995; Greene 2005). How-
ever, as a consequence all companies that exhibit no variation in the dependent variable over time would be 
dropped. As this is the case in the vast majority of all companies examined in this study (approx. 90%), applica-
tion of the conditional logit model would induce major inefficiency and is hence less favorable. Similarly, speci-
fying the intercept as a random variable places heavy restrictions on the data such as low intra-class correlation 
and only a limited numbers of clusters in order to achieve stable results during quadrature approximation (Lesaf-
fre and Spiessens 2001; Rabe-Hesketh et al. 2005). With cluster size over 200 and a high intra-class correlation 
(>90%), our results change considerably (i.e. greater than a relative difference of 10
-2 in coefficient estimates) 
when we refit random-effects logit models with different numbers of integration points. Thus, although we get 
similar results to those reported in Section 4.2 when specifying a random-effect logit model in the default mode 
in Stata, we choose to restrict our presentation of results to population-averaged models only. 20 
Column A1 in Table 5 provides initial evidence that levels of director compensation are systematically 
related to firm characteristics. We find corporate size to have a positive and significant effect on com-
pensation levels and also that growth opportunities and risk exhibit positive – yet insignificant – coef-
ficients. In tandem, these findings support our hypothesis H1a that the firm’s complexity and growth 
potential play a major part in explaining director pay. The coefficient of Size implies that doubling the 
firm size is accompanied by a 26% increase in total director compensation. Notably, with this figure 
we replicate an almost identical elasticity found in other (director) pay studies in German companies, 
which also report coefficients of approx. 0.2 concerning the influence of corporate size on compensa-
tion (Schmid 1997). In line with contracting theory and our second hypothesis, we also find capital 
structure characteristics to be a significant predictor. Larger amounts of excess cash results in higher 
compensation levels (Jensen 1986). The coefficient of Leverage is significantly negative, highlighting 
the disciplinary role of debt. However, we cannot support a significant nor substitutional influence of 
industry competition on total director pay (H3a).  
The models B1–B3 introduce measures for corporate performance. We do not find support for 
significant pay-performance sensitivity on the basis of total shareholder return (TSR). This result re-
traces previous descriptive publications that find only a low prevalence of stock-based incentives for 
directors in German companies in general.
22 In contrast, dividend- and accounting-based performance 
measures prove to be relevant. Dividend Yield, ROA and ROIC show a positive and significant pay-
performance sensitivity across all regressions, which also reflects the wide adoption of those criteria 
for performance-based pay (Andreas et al. 2009). However, from an economic perspective this rela-
tionship is not very strong: An ROA increase of one percentage point will increase compensation lev-
els only by 0.8%.
23  
                                                      
22 Andreas et al. (2009) show that only 4% of Prime Standard companies who have adopted short-term perform-
ance-based pay for directors tie the incentive plan to stock price development. Similarly, Knoll et al. (1997) do 
not find a significant relationship in their regression results using stock-based performance indicators. 
23 In fact, there is a controversial discussion in Germany about whether or not compensation packages of direc-
tors should be tied to firm performance at all. Opponents regularly argue that reliable performance criteria that 
board members can actually influence are not available. Moreover, they point to the stewardship theory outlined 
above and generally question the extrinsic motivation structure of directors (e.g. Fallgatter 2003; Böcking 2004). 
From their perspective, compensation should, if at all, be exclusively tied to the input dimension of performance, 
for example meeting attendance. This view is also generally supported by labour unions (Seyboth 2003). How-
ever, proponents of performance-based compensation bring forward a series of arguments that illustrate how 
supervisory boards can increasingly influence the firm's performance, for example via management decisions 
that must be subject to the board’s approval or by indirectly framing the management's behaviour (e.g. Lutter 
2001; Fallgatter and Simons 2003). Additionally, based on formal models of a two-tier setting, others emphasize 
the function of perfomance-based compensation to provide for congruent interests, to prevent collusion or to 
attract and retain scarce talent (e.g. Martens 2000; Hartmann 2003). 21 
Models C1 and C2 further extend the specification to governance characteristics. The results sug-
gest that governance mechanisms do influence the level of director compensation according to the 
substitution hypothesis postulated in hypothesis H5a. The coefficients of all introduced variables are 
negative, indicating that shareholders respond with lower levels of compensation if they have alterna-
tive instruments in place to monitor directors more directly (Schmid 1997; Bryan et al. 2004). This can 
for example be assumed if the executive management already participates in stock value gains (Man-
agement Ownership) or when there is strong ownership control (Ownership Concentration). 
Turning to column D1, we find evidence that board characteristics are also correlated with com-
pensation levels - yet, not generally in the way we have hypothesized. First, we find a significant but 
inverse relationship between board size and compensation levels (H6a). This could be the secondary 
effect of generally lower adoption levels of performance-based pay components in larger boards (Ryan 
and Wiggins 2004) which is why we leave the interpretation to the next section. Furthermore, we find 
significant evidence that total compensation levels per director increase with the share of professional, 
i.e. more independent, board members (H7a). A possible explanation that conforms to agency theory is 
that those directors have higher opportunity costs (i.e. reservation values) which imply an increased 
total compensation (Linn and Park 2005).
24 However, we can confirm our hypothesis H8a that assumes 
a contract design to promote directors' willingness for exertion: Our findings provide evidence that 
compensation levels are positively related to directors' effort, which is expressed as the number of 
board meetings. This follows our descriptive results that about one-third of the companies provide 
fixed rewards for meeting attendance (see Table 2).  
5.2  Determinants of Performance-based Pay 
In the second step, we examine determinants of incentive structures. In particular, we study the exis-
tence of performance-related pay components, which are intended to further align the incentives of 
directors and shareholders (Morck et al. 1988). Thus, the following analyses can also be regarded as 
an initial robustness check, since the results should ideally correspond to the pattern observed for the 
compensation levels described above. In Table 6, the factors distinguishing between director perform-
ance-based pay adopters and non-adopters are examined jointly in population-averaged logit regres-
sions. 
<<<<<<<< Insert Table 6 about here >>>>>>>> 
We start in Column 1 with a basic model that covers key corporate and governance characteris-
tics. In general, we find that even this simple model is reasonably good at predicting the probability of 
performance-based pay. The estimates of the basic model confirm previous results regarding the level 
of director compensation: we find a positive and significant influence of Size and Free Cash Flow on 
                                                      
24 In fact, there is recent evidence that professional directors increasingly become a scarce resource (e.g. Engeser 
20009; Prange 2009). 22 
the existence of incentive pay and an inverse relationship concerning the Leverage ratio. Again, it is 
firm size that has the biggest economic impact: an increase in firm size by one standard deviation 
more than doubles the odds of having a performance-based pay component, whereas the odds decrease 
by (only) 23% if the leverage ratio increases by the same magnitude and all other variables are held 
constant. Interestingly, the coefficient of Risk is negative across the models and thus not in line with 
our hypothesis H1a. A possible explanation is that risky companies may be particularly reluctant to 
accept incentive-based compensation because those companies face greater difficulty (and thus higher 
costs) when using those contracts, given the risk-aversion of corporate directors (Beatty and Zajac 
1994; Anderson et al. 2000). We also find an inverse relationship with regard to product market com-
petition, which suggests that a substitution effect might be limited to incentive pay adoption (H3b). 
Moving forward through Columns 2–5, the full set of variables is gradually introduced in the re-
gressions. Most coefficients appear as hypothesized and remain significant throughout the analysis. 
Similar to the results regarding the compensation levels, the consonance of a negative impact of the 
ownership variables prevails across the specifications (H5b). Notably, we also find a significant impact 
of institutional blockholders on the likelihood of performance-based pay – with economically-relevant 
effects. More precisely, a c.p. increase by one standard deviation in institutional ownership will de-
crease the odds of incentive pay by a factor of 0.7, when other variables are constant. This supports 
prior literature suggesting that large shareholdings by financial institutions can facilitate effective 
monitoring and thus obviates additional incentive compensation (e.g. Cronqvist and Fahlenbrach 
2009).   
Finally, we get a largely consistent picture compared to our hypotheses and the previous section 
when looking at the board characteristics. Conforming to the need for board monitoring, we find a 
higher probability of performance-based pay in boards composed of directors who serve on multiple 
boards simultaneously (H6b). This reflects the common concern that too many other mandates will 
jeopardize the monitoring function of the board (Fich and Shivdasani 2006). As hypothesized, we also 
observe a lower probability in companies with a larger share of professional directors (H7b). This also 
corresponds to the results of the previous section: it seems that increased independence of board mem-
bers obviates additional performance incentives but does not necessarily decrease total compensation, 
because the marginal productivity and thus the reservation values of those board members is higher. 
Additionally, we find that the likelihood of performance-related pay decreases in larger boards, which 
provides an explanation as to why we have observed an inverse relationship between total pay and 
board size. However, this is still surprising because we expected as part of hypothesis H6b that larger 
boards would receive higher incentives since those boards encounter more severe agency problems 
(Jensen 1993; Eisenberg et al. 1998). A possible explanation for this result is that increases in board 
size are most often accompanied by the implementation of a board committee structure (e.g. audit or 
compensation committees). Boards that have adopted special committees are more likely to spend 
more time and effort understanding the company’s (financial) processes (Engel et al. 2010). Thus, 23 
board committees could act as a substitute for performance-related pay, which is reflected in an in-
verse relationship between board size and the probability of incentive pay. Another explanation could 
be the German corporate governance system of codetermination under which the number of seats for 
employees increases with firm (and thus board) size. Increased control rights for labour representatives 
could lead to a lower prevalence of incentive pay, since unions have generally rejected performance-
based pay components for supervisory boards in the past (Seyboth 2003). Finally, as in the preceding 
analysis, we do not find the chairman characteristics (H7b) to have significant predictive power. 
In addition to odds ratios, we want to further explore the economic impact of the explanatory var-
iables. In contrast to a linear regression, the nonlinearity of the logit model makes it more difficult to 
draw direct inference from the estimated coefficients (Wiersema and Bowen 2009).
25 Alternatively, it 
is suggested that the results are plotted graphically, since this inherently accounts for differences in 
predicted probabilities (Hoetker 2007; Zelner 2009). In Figure 2, we therefore present conditional 
effects plots of the marginal effects of selected corporate and governance characteristics based on the 
estimates in Table 6.  
<<<<<<<< Insert Figure 2 about here >>>>>>>> 
Ceteris paribus (i.e. holding the other variables at their mean), Graph (a) shows a gradual increase 
in the predicted probability of performance-based pay adoption if firm size increases, demonstrating a 
clear positive effect of firm size on incentive-pay adoption. In addition, this positive influence is sig-
nificant throughout the range of firm sizes, since the 95% confidence interval of the predicted prob-
abilities does not extend below zero.
26 At the mean value for firm size (i.e. for the “average” firm), the 
predicted probability of having a performance-based pay component is approx. 68%. This predicted 
probability is quite sensitive, underlining the odds ratio described above. The three other graphs show 
the predicted probability against firm size depending on (b) different levels of institutional ownership, 
(c) whether the board is busy, and (d) depending on the share of professional directors sitting on the 
board. The directions of influence of these variables reflect the regression coefficients above. Differ-
ences in probabilities are noticeable with regard to institutional ownership: c.p. the likelihood of per-
formance-based pay is approx. 49% if the firm is dominated by institutional investors, which is repre-
sented by the dashed line in Graph (b). In addition, the economic impact of the board characteristics 
compared to firm size and institutional ownership is rather limited. To illustrate, the difference in pre-
dicted probability on whether the board is composed of busy directors is approx. 11% (see Graph (c)), 
holding all other variables at their mean. The likelihood will also decrease by only 5% compared to the 
                                                      
25 This is because the variables’ marginal effect on the dependent variable will vary with the magnitude of 
change in the variable of interest, the variables’ starting value, and the value of all other model variables (Long 
and Freese 2006). 
26 However, we see that the confidence interval is smaller near the centre of the data and increases as we move to 
smaller companies, where our dataset has comparatively few observations. 24 
base scenario if the board is dominated by professional directors (Graph (d)). Interestingly, the mar-
ginal effects of board characteristics gradually diminish as firm size increases. This is consistent with 
the belief that director characteristics tend to matter more in smaller companies, which have smaller 
boards and where the relative power of the board members is higher (Ryan and Wiggins 2004). In 
unreported results we have rerun the conditional effects plots with other selected variable values. In 
both cases we find firm characteristics to have the largest impact, followed by ownership and board 
characteristics, which tend to adjust the predicted probability incrementally.  
5.3  Additional robustness tests 
Finally, we conduct various robustness checks to ensure that the observed results are robust and not 
due to spurious correlation, for instance. We pay special attention to the problem of endogeneity 
(Hermalin and Weisbach 1998). 
Endogeneity problems arise most frequently when an unobserved variable simultaneously deter-
mines the dependent and independent variable or if the direction of causality between the included 
variables is not clear (Börsch-Supan and Köke 2002). A remedy is the use of a multitude of control 
variables, panel data and corresponding models that take the unobserved into account. In our analysis, 
we addressed this issue by including a comprehensive set of variables for financial, ownership and 
board characteristics that have been considered important in the literature and by employing panel 
estimation techniques that control for unobserved corporate heterogeneity. In Section 3.3, we already 
discussed whether the effects of clusters should be treated as random or fixed in the analysis of direc-
tor compensation levels. Firm-fixed effects relax the assumptions that the random intercept is uncorre-
lated with the regressors (Greene 2003). We can also view this approach as an instrumental variable 
estimate, since firm-fixed effects use only intra-firm deviations and deviations from the cluster mean 
xit − x ¯it are correlated with xit but uncorrelated with the random intercept (Rabe-Hesketh and Skrondal 
2008). In Table 7, we have rerun the models on director compensation level determinants controlling 
for firm-fixed effects. The results are largely similar to those reported in Section 4.1, which are also 
documented in the results of the panel-robust Hausman tests shown in the last row of the table. We 
only see a qualitative difference in the level of significance of the Effort and Chairman Independence 
variables, which ceases to be significant for the former and becomes significant for the latter. How-
ever, variance decomposition shows that for both variables in particular there is much more variation 
across companies (between variations) than over time (within variation).
27  Thus, the within-estimate 
may lead to efficiency loss since estimates are based on only a few observations (Zhou 2001). With 
some caution, we therefore assume that the impact of both variables on compensation levels is better 
captured by the random-effects model. 
<<<<<<<< Insert Table 7 about here >>>>>>> 
                                                      
27 For example, 84.5% of the chairmen characteristics will remain constant over the sample period. 25 
Regarding the problem of reverse causality, we assume that our performance measures could be 
affected. Based on contracting theory, corporate performance is expected to drive compensation lev-
els, but it may be that better-compensated directors also positively influence corporate performance 
(e.g. Fich and Shivdasani 2005). To address this issue, we conducted a Durbin-Wu-Hausman test to 
evaluate the severity of the problem for our performance variables. This test examines the statistical 
difference between OLS and 2SLS estimates of the suspect endogenous variable (Wooldridge 2002). 
However, the null hypothesis of exogenous variables is not rejected well above conventional levels, 
indicating that endogeneity among the performance measures would not have deleterious effects on 
OLS estimates (Davidson and MacKinnon 1993).  
Finally, we re-estimated the binary dependent logit models with a more granular set of industry 
dummies (see Table 8). We extended the range of controls to the 48 Fama/French industry portfolio 
(Fama and French 1997), which also restricts the sample size to fewer observations.
28 Although we 
lose some power, all results are qualitatively similar to those reported in Section 4.2. In summary, 
these findings underline that the general pattern which we observed in the previous section remains 
robust even when we put more severe restrictions on the data. 
<<<<<<<< Insert Table 8 about here >>>>>>> 
6  Discussion and Conclusions 
Directors represent an important corporate governance mechanism: they perform the critical functions 
of appointing, monitoring and, where required, providing strategic advice to the firm’s management. 
However, directors are delegated monitors and thus shareholders face the well-known trade-off be-
tween incentives and control for directors. Since there is only limited room for monitoring directors, it 
seems reasonable to assume that incentives will play a major role. In fact, empirical evidence from the 
US suggests that a growing number of companies are adopting compensation structures that aim to 
align interests of directors and shareholders, for instance by introducing equity-based incentives. 
However, American studies only provide evidence for the one-tier setting and so far there there has 
been hardly any systematic empirical analysis of the issue within a two-tier setting.  Thus, we empiri-
cally examine the level and structure of director compensation in Germany, which is considered to be 
the prototype example of a large economy that has established a two-tier system.   
Using a novel, hand-collected data set covering German Prime Standard firms for the period 
2005–2008, our descriptive analysis reveals that the average compensation per director is rather low at 
some €38,000 and only 61.2% of firms use performance-based compensation elements. However, we 
find a steady upward trend in director compensation and a general movement towards an increased 
utilization of variable pay components such as performance-related incentives or fixed fees per meet-
                                                      
28 This is because some observations had to be dropped since some industries perfectly predict (non-)adoption. 26 
ing attended. These descriptive results document an ongoing process to more professional levels and 
structures that meet the demands and risks associated with board service and that do not simply reward 
directors with a mere representative allowance (Theisen 2003b; Schwalbach 2004). 
Building on agency arguments and evidence from the one-tier setting, we distinguish four types 
of determinants of director compensation: firm characteristics, corporate performance, ownership 
structure and board characteristics. Using panel data methods that allow for unobserved heterogeneity, 
we find that despite the dominating effect of firm size in setting director pay, there is also significant 
support of our hypotheses that director compensation is related to corporate performance, ownership 
structure and board characteristics. First, we find a positive, though rather weak, link between (operat-
ing) accounting-based measures of corporate performance and compensation levels. These results 
contribute to prior research regarding the pay-performance sensitivity on German boards, which were 
found to be inconsistent at first glance. Our results indicate that the derivation of the firm’s perform-
ance measure matters: we reproduce positive and significant relationships for accounting-based crite-
ria (such as Schmid 1997 and Elston and Goldberg 2003) and similarly find insignificant results for a 
stock return measure (like Knoll et al. 1997). Therefore, previous contributions must be seen as com-
plementary rather than conflicting, since they employ either capital market- or accounting-based 
measures. The results reflect the German institutional context in which stock price-related compensa-
tion elements for directors are of only minor importance (Andreas et al. 2009). Second, our results 
suggest that compensation levels and the likelihood of performance-based pay contribute to solving 
the weaknesses of other governance mechanisms as outlined by the substitution hypothesis (e.g. 
Fahlenbrach 2009). We find companies to have lower incentive levels when ownership is more con-
centrated or with (institutional) blockholders as shareholders, which are usually characterized by ef-
fective monitoring. Finally, we also provide evidence that specific board characteristics such as multi-
ple directorships are associated with monitoring deficits and thus influence the pay arrangement. 
However, the impact of board characteristics is generally lower and less consistent compared to the 
other groups of determinants. Overall, we conclude that compensation of directors is structured in a 
way to provide incentives to monitor executives, particularly in firms with otherwise weak governance 
mechanisms. 
However, we note that our results have to be treated with some care, since our interpretation cru-
cially depends on the assumption that the compensation scheme is a product of organizational will and 
not of (macro) institutional pressures. The latter perspective, as outlined in Section 2.1, would suggest 
that a firm's adoption of new standards is rather a response of seeking legitimacy (DiMaggio and Pow-
ell 1983; Granovetter 1985). Put differently, a compensation scheme is introduced to increase market 
appreciation by signalling commitment and keeping up with global industry peers (Aguilera and Jack-
son 2003; Chizema and Buck 2006). Could it be that our results are thus camouflaged in that the pay 
arrangement only symbolically accounts for agency costs?  This question is difficult to answer because 
it is not easy to isolate the effects, since both explanations ultimately lead to the same outcome (Heu-27 
gens and Lander 2009). However, we believe that there are indications that the institutional lens would 
be overly deterministic. First, with regard to our descriptive results, we cannot detect a mimic isomor-
phism in the level and structure of director pay (see Table 2), which also corresponds to a recent sur-
vey of DCGK compliance levels (Werder and Talaulicar 2008). For instance, there is still a significant 
proportion of companies in our sample (app. 48%) which do not grant any performance-based incen-
tives, which illustrates that the relevant actors have much discretion in their decisions. This argumen-
tation is further supported if we take into consideration that the strength of isomorphic forces is a func-
tion of its diffusion (DiMaggio and Powell 1983). Second, if we assume that companies seek legiti-
macy with the capital market and want to signal progressive leadership, then we would expect a posi-
tive relationship between institutional ownership and performance-based incentives (e.g. Brandes et al. 
2006; Chizema 2008). However, our analysis cannot support such a proposition. Thus, we believe our 
results are in closer spirit to studies which suggest that the influence of institutional pressures on or-
ganizational conduct is rather limited (e.g. Nowak et al. 2005; Heugens and Lander 2009).  
If we accept this premise, then some general conclusions can be drawn from our analysis. Our re-
sults largely reflect the pattern that compensation is cautiously structured to promote effective moni-
toring in the shareholders' interest. There is neither a "one size fits all" solution of high-powered in-
centives, nor is compensation irrelevant as stipulated by the stewardship theory. Essentially, we find 
that firms choose the pay arrangement depending on a firm-level assessment of the costs and benefits, 
in particular with regard to other governance instruments such as increased direct monitoring or in-
creased board independence. If room for opportunistic behaviour of the firms' actors increases and 
other monitoring mechanisms are unavailable (e.g. due to a fragmented ownership), we generally ob-
serve a tendency to higher monetary incentives. Additionally, we find that effective board structures 
(e.g. small boards, professional directors) do not necessarily replace remuneration incentives but also 
come with a cost that becomes manifest in corresponding compensation levels. For practitioners, our 
results therefore generally question generic proposals for an optimal compensation structure (e.g. made 
by compensation consultants) but instead recommend an idiosyncratic model of director compensation 
that establishes a link to fundamental firm characteristics and the inherent governance structure. We 
therefore support the approach of German policymakers to formulate the corresponding DCGK passages 
as recommendations and to not further enforce these provisions as part of the recent amendment to the 
German Stock Corporation Act. Our results suggest that shareholders strive for good and effective com-
pensation schemes which are "locally optimal" and thus use their discretion responsibly. 
In the last years an increasing momentum to understand director compensation as a firm-specific 
governance instrument to produce effective monitoring structures in the best interest of the company 
could have been observed. However, given the public call for more professional directors ensuring 
more effective monitoring, the design of director compensation schemes still offers room for im-
provements. First, despite the documented recent advancements, total compensation levels even nowa-
days hardly conform to the delegated responsibility, the workload and the potential risks of litigation. 28 
We argue that the steady catching-up process, that we have depicted in our descriptive results, should 
continue given the (legislative) objective to recruit qualified and dedicated professionals to serve on su-
pervisory boards. Second, even today performance-based compensation for directors is largely imple-
mented as a short-term incentive rather than a long-term compensation plan (see Andreas et al. 2009 for 
details). Accordingly, with regard to the discretion of directors (e.g. §§ 90, 111 AktG), it will be crucial 
in the future to understand the performance contribution of directors as shaping strategic decisions and 
validating the viability of business models that will only materialize in the long-term and thus adapt the 
compensation schemes accordingly. In doing so, companies have to carefully select performance criteria 
that do not undermine the board’s ability to make independent judgements, i.e. are robust to potential 
collusion between directors and the executive management. Thereby, compensation elements which 
consider the individual monitoring efforts of a director (like committee fees) are reasonable levers which 
might complement traditional bonuses, since they are unsuspicious to collusion risk. 
Finally, given the question of whether the compensation scheme is a symbolic or substantive de-
cision, further research efforts are necessary to back up our conclusion. We see three major starting 
points to advance the debate. First, it would be fruitful to examine the consequences of distinct direc-
tor pay schemes, for example the relationship between incentive-pay adoption and CEO turnover (e.g. 
Perry 1999). This would provide an important litmus test of whether directors' behaviour is affected by 
the compensation structure as our results suggest. Second, we encourage future research to compare 
the range of incentives received by directors, i.e. renumeration, retention and reputation (e.g. Yermack 
2004). If the compensation scheme is not symbolic, we would expect monetary incentives to be size-
able compared to other incentive mechanisms. Finally, we propose investigating the characteristics of 
early and late adopters of director incentive pay adoption during the transition of Germany’s govern-
ance system at the end of the 1990s (e.g. Chizema 2010). Do both adopters generally implement the 
compensation scheme out of agency considerations or is there a qualitative difference in that late 
adopters follow more symbolic patterns (Westphal and Zajac 1994)? As part of these future research 
efforts, further contributions are also encouraged to enhance understanding of the relative importance 
of more detailed board characteristics. For instance, this study considers as a start the share of profes-
sional directors and chairman characteristics as measures for board independence, but particularly the 
latter has not proven to be of much predictive power. Therefore, exploring alternative proxies may be 
useful, for example based on the definition provided in DCGK 5.4.2 for which relevant information 
will be disclosed in annual reports from 2009 onwards.
29 Hopefully, a promising area of future re-
search will address these questions. 
 
                                                      
29 The German Commercial Code (Handelsgesetzbuch – HGB) stipulates in Section §289a that stock companies 
must disclose an annual declaration of corporate governance which should also elaborate on the independence of 
board members. This requirement has been part of a recent corporate governance reform in Germany (Act to 
Modernize Accounting Law (BilMoG)).  29 
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Appendix 
Table 1: Summary of Studies on the Determinants of Director Compensation 





Corporate Governance:  
Ownership Structure 
Corporate Governance:  
Board Characteristics  Author Country Year Time 













































Panel A – Determinants of Total Director Compensation 
Hempel et al.  US  1994 1986+90  469  OLS  o                o          +  +*         
Boyd  US  1996 1980+87  642  LISREL  +*              o    –*         +*      
Schmid GER  1997 1991  120  SUR  +*             +* –*    –*
3/+*
4/+
5 +          
Knoll et al.  GER  1997 1989-93  125  OLS                +                       
Cordeiro et al.  US  2000 1995  200  OLS  +        +*    –  –      –  +
6/+
7    –         
Elston et al.  GER  2003 1970-86  1,365  FE,  





9            
Ryan et al.  US  2004 1997  1,018  OLS  +*      +*        +  –*          –*      +  o  –*
10/+*
11 
Yermack  US  2004 1994-96  1,636  OLS      –*    +*                   
Linn et al.  US  2005 1996-01  901  OLS  +*      +*                               





Farrell et al.  US  2008 1998-04  1,635  OLS  +*  o    +*          o                     
Adams et al.  US  2009 1996-03  8,253  OLS, FE  +*      +*    o  –    +          –      +    o
14 
Panel B – Determinants of Performance-based/Incentive Pay 
Vafeas US  1999 1989-95  201  Logit  –      –          –    –  –
7   –    +*  +*    
Ryan et al.  US  2004 1997  1,018  Probit, Tobit +*      +        o  –          –      +*  +  –*
10/+*
11 
Becher et al.  US  2005 1992-99  12,760  GLS  o  –*    o    o                           
Fich et al.  US  2005 1997-99  2,088  Probit  –      +*        o      –*  +*
6  +      +*/+*





Ertugrul et al.  US   2008 2000-02  716  Tobit  +*  –  +  +*  o        +    –*  +
6      +*  +*    
Minnick et al.  US  2009 1996-05  14,010  OLS  +*              +*            –*      +*    +*
18/-
19 
This table shows the main findings of previous studies that examine the determinants of director compensation levels and structure. (*) denotes statistical significance at the 10% 
level or better. The signs (+) and (-) report positive or negative directions of respective coefficients; inconclusive results in repeated regressions or robustness tests within the 
study are denoted by (o). The inclusion of industry and period dummies is not reported separately. (1) e.g. Total shareholder return, market capitalization (2) e.g. Return on As-
sets, Earnings per Share (3) State (4) Banks (5) Family (6) Institutional investors (7) External blockholder (8) Foreign blockholder (9) Industrial blockholder (10) CEO tenure 
(11) CEO of founding family (12) CEO gender (female) (13) Internal CEO (14) Proportion of female directors  (15) Directors who are CEOs of other companies (16) CEO age  
(17) New CEO indicator (18) Tenure of outside directors (19) Chair of the board is external director38 
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics on Board of Director Compensation 
Variable  2005 2006 2007 2008  Average 
2005–2008 
Panel A – Level of Board of Director Compensation 
Total  Compensation       
  Mean  32,152 37,101 39,284 42,319 37,838 
  Median  20,000 20,938 24,583 27,000 24,000 
  St.Dev.  31,860 43,805 40,073 44,057 40,484 
  Min  1,000 2,000 2,300 3,000 1,000 
  Max  187,954 431,111 309,000 302,778 431,111 
  Obs  278 292 309 301  1,180 
Non Performance-based Compensation 
  Mean  20,986 22,779 25,815 28,874 24,772 
  Median  16,329 17,750 19,017 21,950 18,363 
  St.Dev.  16,233 17,541 24,264 26,969 22,122 
  Min  1,000 3,833 2,300 3,000 1,000 
  Max  107,167 124,863 222,222 222,222 222,222 
  Obs  235 255 270 272  1,032 
Performance-based Compensation 
  Mean  12,218 15,571 15,002 14,366 14,341 
  Median  0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
  St.Dev.  24,378 35,794 29,076 29,864 30,117 
  Min  0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
  Max  145,000 342,222 198,449 215,083 342,222 
  Obs  235 255 270 272  1,032 
Share of Performance-based Compensation 
  Mean  0.194 0.207 0.209 0.189 0.200 
  Median  0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
  St.Dev.  0.276 0.279 0.279 0.267 0.275 
  Min  0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
  Max  0.960 0.954 0.945 0.940 0.960 
  Obs  235 255 270 271  1,031 
Panel B – Structure of Board of Director Compensation 
Percentage of Firms Granting Performance-Based Compensation 
  Mean  0.593 0.614 0.618 0.622 0.612 
  St.Dev.  0.492 0.487 0.486 0.485 0.487 
  Obs  266 285 304 297  1,152 
Percentage of Firms Granting Meeting Fees 
  Max  0.290 0.318 0.353 0.375 0.335 
  Obs  0.454 0.466 0.478 0.485 0.472 
  Max  262 283 303 298  1,146 
Percentage of Firms Granting Committee Fees 
  Max  0.375 0.401 0.424 0.442 0.412 
  Obs  0.485 0.491 0.495 0.497 0.492 
  Max  266 284 304 298  1,152 
Table 2 reports summary statistics on director compensation for all companies in the revised sample. All compensation 
numbers in Panel A are measured in euros. The share of performance-based compensation is expressed as a percentage of 
the total compensation package. Total compensation equals the sum of all fixed and variable pay disclosed in the firm's 
annual report. Performance-based compensation is the sum of all variable (short- and long-term) pay components that are 
tied to the financial performance of the firm (e.g., EBIT or Return on Assets figures). Non-performance-based compensa-




Table 3: Variable Definitions and Sources 
Variable Description  Source 
A – Firm Characteristics 
Size  Measure of firm size (natural logarithm of total assets)  Worldscope 
Leverage  Leverage metric (total debt / total capital)   Worldscope 
Free Cash Flow  Free cash flow proxy (Net operating cash flow - cash dividends - capital ex-
penditures)  Worldscope 
Investment    
Opportunities  Market-to-book multiple of the firm's equity   Worldscope 
Risk  Volatility of the previous 36 monthly stock returns  Datastream 
Competition  Industry competition measured as inverse of the median industry rent on the 
basis of the 12-industry portfolio by Fama and French 1997  Datastream 
B – Corporate Performance 
TSR  Annual total shareholder return, defined as the sum of capital gains plus divi-
dends   Datastream 
Dividend Yield  Dividend yield (dividends per share / year end stock price * 100)  Datastream 
ROA Return  on  Assets  Datastream 
ROIC  Return on Invested Capital  Datastream 
C – Corporate Governance: Ownership Structure 
Ownership    
concentration  Herfindahl index of voting rights held by blockholders of the firm 




Ownership  Voting rights held by the executive management 
Hoppenstedt    
Aktienführer,  
Annual Reports 
External    
Blockholder 
Voting-power weighted dummy variable measuring the relative share of ex-
ternal shareholders if the voting share exceeds 10% 
Hoppenstedt    
Aktienführer,  
Annual Reports 
Institutional  Voting-power weighted dummy variable measuring the relative share of insti-
tutional investors if the voting share exceeds 10% 
Hoppenstedt      
Aktienführer,  
Annual Reports 
D – Corporate Governance: Board Characteristics 
Board Size  Number of directors (incl. employee representatives in the case that the firm 
acts under codetermination) 





Dummy variable which equals 1 in the case that at least 50% of directors 
(excl. employee representatives) have three (or more) additional directorships 
Annual Reports,  
IR requests 
Effort  Number of board meetings per year 
Hoppenstedt    
Aktienführer,  
Annual Reports 
Chairman    
Independence 
Indicator variable that equals 0 (1, 2, 3) whenever the current chairman is a 
founder of the firm (a former firm executive, a non-affiliated director with 
industry experience, a non-affiliated director without industry experience) 
Annual Reports,  
IR requests 
Professional    
Directors 
Proportion of board members (excl. employee representatives) who are full-
time directors 







Table 4: Descriptive Summary Statistics 
Variable Mean  St.Dev.  25
th 
Percentile  Median  75
th  
Percentile  VIF 
Total  Director  Compensation    3.299 0.865 2.686 3.199 3.825  -
Performance-based  pay  (0,1)  0.639 0.481 0.000 0.000 1.000  -
A – Firm Characteristics 
Size  5.861 2.244 4.122 5.381 7.194  4.09 
Leverage  0.195 0.199 0.038 0.163 0.297  1.11 
Free Cash Flow  -3.338  1,151.1  -4.596  2.052  16.270  1.01 
Investment  Opportunities  2.222 2.770 1.193 1.762 2.704  1.18 
Risk  0.114 0.051 0.079 0.104 0.136  1.61 
Competition  19.470 11.747  9.614 20.425 24.611  1.21 
B – Corporate Performance 
TSR  9.912 50.644  -24.231  6.405 35.509  1.76 
Dividend  Yield  2.020 3.408 0.000 1.366 3.094  1.14 
ROA  4.891 8.926 2.599 5.683 8.945  1.35 
ROIC  7.923 14.868  3.888  8.761 13.974  1.29 
C – Corporate Governance: Ownership Structure 
Ownership  Concentration  0.183 0.200 0.034 0.106 0.278  1.06 
Management  Ownership  0.129 0.217 0.000 0.000 0.197  1.45 
External  Blockholder    0.284 0.296 0.000 0.249 0.529  1.39 
Institutional    0.081 0.169 0.000 0.000 0.102  1.07 
D – Corporate Governance: Board Characteristics 
Board  Size  7.946 5.510 3.000 6.000 12.00  3.62 
Meetings  5.564 2.159 4.000 5.000  6.00  1.10 
Directorships  (0,1)  0.296 0.457 0.000 0.000  1.00  1.23 
Chairman  Independence  3.198 1.021 3.000 4.000  4.00  1.09 
Professional  Directors    0.202 0.227 0.000 0.167  0.33  1.30 
Table 4 presents descriptive statistics for firm, performance and governance characteristics variables over the period 2005–
2008 for our sample of 928 firm-year observations. The values of total director compensation and firm size reflect the loga-
rithmic transformation. We report the mean, its standard deviation, the values for the median and the 25th and 75th percen-
tiles. The VIF column lists the maximum variance inflation factors observed for the variables across the different regression 














Table 5: Determinants of Director Total Compensation 
Dependent Variable  Natural Logarithm of Total Compensation per Director 
Model  A1 B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 D1 
A – Firm Characteristics 














Capital Structure   






































































B – Corporate Performance 
Capital Market Performance 
  TSR  −  -0.0004 



















  ROA  −  0.0079***








  ROIC  −  −  0.0043*** 
(3.35)  −  −  −  − 
C – Corporate Governance: Ownership Structure 
Ownership Concentration  −  −  −  −  -0.3407** 
(-2.18)  −  -0.3294** 
(-2.18) 
Management Ownership  −  −  −  −  −  -0.4079*** 
(-3.21)  − 
External Blockholder  −  −  −  −  −  -0.2235** 
(-2.47)  − 
Institutional   −  −  −  −  −  -0.0108  
(-0.09)  − 
D – Corporate Governance: Board Characteristics 
Board Size  −  −  −  −  −  −  -0.0393***
(-3.38) 
Meetings  −  −  −  −  −  −  0.0185** 
(2.45) 
Directorships (0,1)  −  −  −  −  −  −  -0.0187 
(-0.65) 
Chairman Independence  −  −  −  −  −  −  0.0279 
(0.79) 
Professional Directors  −  −  −  −  −  −  0.2839*** 
(3.28) 
RE Cross-Section  
(Breusch-Pagan)  Yes*** Yes*** Yes*** Yes*** Yes*** Yes*** Yes*** 
Year  Dummies  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Adjusted R
2  0.485 0.490 0.492 0.491 0.494 0.500 0.512 
Model Chi
2  298.41*** 333.52*** 340.11*** 339.78*** 359.03*** 365.86*** 409.61*** 
This table presents our analysis of the determinants of director total compensation. In all models we control for unobserv-
able heterogeneity by using random firm effects and year dummies. We present t-statistics in parentheses below the coeffi-
cient estimates. All standard errors are adjusted for clustering at the firm level. Definitions of variables are provided in 
Table 3. Statistical significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level is indicated by ***, ** and *, respectively. N=928.43 
Table 6: Determinants of Director Performance-based Compensation 
Dependent Variable  Performance-based Compensation (0,1) 
Model  1 2 3 4 5 
A – Firm Characteristics    










Capital Structure       


















































B – Corporate Governance: Ownership Structure 
Ownership Concentration  -0.3132 
(-0.86)  –  -0.2685 
(-0.74) 
-0.2986 
(-0.81)  – 
Management Ownership  –  -0.7774** 
(-2.13)  – – -0.8438** 
(-2.11) 
External Blockholder   –  -0.0530 
(-0.18)  – – -0.0136 
(-0.05) 
Institutional   –  -1.7157*** 
(-3.79)  – – -1.9383*** 
(-4.22) 
C – Corporate Governance: Board Characteristics 


























Industry Effects  (Wald test)  Yes***  Yes***  Yes***  Yes***  Yes*** 
Year  Dummies  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
McKelvey and Zavoina R
2  0.296 0.310 0.308 0.313 0.333 
Adjusted Count R
2  0.124 0.167 0.136 0.136 0.209 
Model Log Likelihood  168.33***  169.87***  173.05***  177.14***  171.04*** 
Table 6 reports estimates of population-averaged logit regressions relating to the probability of companies adopting a per-
formance-based compensation scheme. In all models the dependent variable equals 1 if the firm provides directors compen-
sation packages that include performance-based compensation elements and 0 otherwise. We include in all models a full set 
of industry dummies based on the Fama/French 12-industry portfolio and year dummies (Fama and French 1997). Robust 
Z-statistics are reported in the parentheses below the coefficients and have been corrected using the Huber/White sandwich 
estimator of variance. Three goodness-of-fit measures are reported: McKelvey and Zavoina’s R
2, adjusted Count R
2 and log 
likelihood statistics.  */**/*** significance is at the 0.10/0.05/0.01 level respectively. Definitions of variables are provided 
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This figure provides conditional effects plots for selected corporate and governance characteristics. In all graphs, the y-axis 
denotes the predicted probability of adopting performance-based compensation and the x-axis the firm size, measured as a 
logarithm of total assets. In Figure (a), we present the base scenario in which the predicted probability is plotted against the 
firm size; the grey shading shows the 95% confidence interval. The other figures display predicted probabilities against 
firm size depending on (b) different levels of institutional ownership, (c) whether the board is busy and (d) depending on 
the share of professional directors sitting on the board. In Figure (b), the dashed-dot curve represents 0% institutional own-
ership and the dashed line 50%. A busy board is denoted by the dashed-dot line in Figure (c) and by a dashed line other-
wise. In Figure (d), the dashed-dot line represents zero professional directors on the board and the dashed curve 50% pro-
fessional directors. All other variables are held at their mean. The calculation of the presented predicted probabilities is 








Table 7: Fixed-Effects Estimates of Director Total Compensation Determinants 
Dependent Variable  Natural Logarithm of Total Compensation per Director 
Model  A1 B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 D1 
A – Firm Characteristics 














Capital Structure   






































































B – Corporate Performance 
Capital Market Performance 
  TSR  –  -0.0004* 



















  ROA  –  0.0080***








  ROIC  – –  0.0042*** 
(2.79)  – – – – 
C – Corporate Governance: Ownership Structure 
Ownership Concentration  − – – – -0.3152 
(-1.41)  –  -0.3419 
(-1.56) 
Management  Ownership  – – – – – -0.3280* 
(-1.84)  – 
External  Blockholder  – – – – – -0.1771* 
(1.71)  – 
Institutional  – – – – – -0.0247  
(-0.17)  – 
D – Corporate Governance: Board Characteristics 
Board  Size  – – – – – – -0.0846***
(-3.97) 
Meetings  −  −  −  −  −  −  0.0125 
(1.51) 
Directorships  (0,1)  – – – – – – -0.0296 
(-1.12) 
Chairman  Independence  – – – – – – 0.0886* 
(1.79) 
Professional Directors  −  −  −  −  −  −  0.2255** 
(2.55) 
FE Cross-Section  (F-test)  Yes***  Yes*** Yes*** Yes*** Yes*** Yes*** Yes*** 
Year  Dummies  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Adjusted R
2 (Within)  0.130 0.153 0.150 0.154 0.159 0.159 0.221 
Model  F-Test  8.39*** 9.57*** 9.00*** 9.29*** 8.89*** 7.87*** 8.61*** 
Robust Hausman Chi
2 10.319 11.885 8.622  12.425 12.474 15.296 43.371 
P-value  0.3253 0.3724 0.6567 0.4122 0.4892 0.4303 0.001 
This table presents fixed-effects estimates of the determinants of director total compensation. Besides firm-fixed effects, all 
models include year dummies. We present t-statistics in parentheses below the coefficient estimates. All standard errors are 
adjusted for clustering at the corporate level. Definitions of variables are provided in Table 3. Statistical significance at the 
1%, 5% and 10% level is indicated by ***, ** and *, respectively. N=928.46 
Table 8: Robustness Test of Director Performance-based Compensation Determinants 
Dependent Variable  Performance-based Compensation (0,1) 
Model  1 2 3 4 5 
A – Firm Characteristics    










Capital  Structure       


















































B – Corporate Governance: Ownership Structure
Ownership Concentration  -0.0430  
(-0.10)  –  -0.0530  
(-0.13) 
-0.0362  
(-0.09)  – 
Management Ownership  –  -0.3815 
(-0.88)  – – -0.3983 
(-0.87) 
External Blockholder   –  0.1081 
(0.32)  – – 0.1758 
(0.52) 
Institutional   –  -1.8321*** 
(-3.77)  – – -2.0203*** 
(-4.04) 
C – Corporate Governance: Board Characteristics 


























Industry Effects  
 (Wald test)  Yes*** Yes*** Yes*** Yes*** Yes*** 
Year  Dummies  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
McKelvey and Zavoina R
2  0.367 0.381 0.374 0.377 0.395 
Adjusted Count R
2  0.138 0.190 0.181 0.138 0.218 
Model Log Likelihood  152.77***  161.05***  159.20***  160.81***  165.61*** 
Table 8 reports estimates of population-averaged logit regressions relating to the probability of companies adopting a per-
formance-based compensation scheme. In all models the dependent variable equals 1 if the firm provides director compen-
sation packages that include performance-based compensation elements and 0 otherwise. We include in all models a full set 
of industry-dummies based on the Fama/French 48-industry portfolio and year dummies (Fama and French 1997). Robust 
Z-statistics are reported in the parentheses below the coefficients and have been corrected using the Huber/White sandwich 
estimator of variance. Three goodness-of-fit measures are reported: McKelvey and Zavoina’s R
2, adjusted Count R
2 and log 
likelihood statistics.  */**/*** significance is at the 0.10/0.05/0.01 level respectively. Definitions of variables are provided 
in Table 3. N=827, with 313 companies without performance-based compensation and 514 companies having adopted this 
compensation component. 
 